Introduction:

In today’s world of computer trading, the small speculator often feels at a disadvantage to traders and corporations that have access to more powerful computers. The Street Smarts I library brings the techniques of Linda Raschke to the small speculator thereby leveling the playing field. This library, along with the Trade Navigator software, turns a personal computer into a world class analysis machine that can compete with the ‘big boys.’

Benefits:

Street Smarts I provides several highlight bars and indicators that allow the user to analyze markets using swing trading techniques to determine support and resistance points. While some of the tools show the best set-ups, others show how to lock in profits when trades are made.

By trading Street Smarts I patterns in a simulated environment allows the trader to gain confidence and learn to identify when patterns are beginning to develop. With so many patterns being offered, the trader doesn’t have to worry about ones that they may not understand. If a trader doesn’t have 100% confidence in a technique, then they will not be able to overcome losing streaks. All a trader needs is to master at least one of the patterns to make a living trading the markets.
Included in this Library:

Templates

- Linda ANTI Day Trader
- Linda First Cross
- Linda Intermediate
- Linda RSI Retracement
- Linda Short Term Forecasting
- Linda SP $TICK

Highlight Bars

- ANTI Buy
- ANTI Sell
- Bearish Divergence SP on TICK
- Bearish Short Term Forecast
- Bullish Divergence SP on TICK
- Bullish Short Term Forecast
- EMA Intermediate Buy Zone
- EMA Intermediate Sell Zone
- First Cross Buy Setup
- First Cross Sell Setup
- RSI Retracement Bear Setup
- RSI Retracement Bull Setup

Indicators

- Short Term Pivot
- Three Ten Oscillator
- Three Ten Trend Line
- Tick High
- Tick Low
Highlight Bar Definitions:

**ANTI Buy**
Usage: ANTI Buy (TrendLength, HookStrength)
Buy signal based upon a MA10 and MA3 difference

**ANTI Sell**
Usage: ANTI Sell (TrendLength, HookStrength)
Sell signal based upon a MA10 and MA3 difference

**Bearish Divergence SP on TICK**
Usage: Bearish Divergence SP on TICK (Lookback)
Divergence signal where the active symbol is making a new high and the $TICK is not making a new high.

**Bearish Short Term Forecast**
Usage: Bearish Short Term Forecast (LookBack)
A bearish signal caused by a daily close being less than a short term pivot

**Bullish Divergence SP on TICK**
Usage: Bullish Divergence SP on TICK (Lookback)
Divergence signal where the active symbol is making a new Low and the $TICK is not making a new low.

**Bullish Short Term Forecast**
Usage: Bullish Short Term Forecast (lookback)
A bullish signal caused by a daily close being greater than a short term pivot

**EMA Intermediate Buy Zone**
Usage: EMA Intermediate Buy Zone (LookBack, TimesOnOtherSide)
Buy signal based a pullback of a bar versus an exponential moving average

**EMA Intermediate Sell Zone**
Usage: EMA Intermediate Sell Zone (LookBack, TimesOnOtherSide)
Sell signal based a pullback of a bar versus an exponential moving average

**First Cross Buy Setup**
Usage: First Cross Buy Setup
Buy signal that triggers when the difference of the MA10 and MA3 difference oscillator drops below zero
First Cross Sell Setup
Usage: First Cross Sell Setup
Sell signal that triggers when the difference of the MA10 and MA3 difference oscillator drops below zero

RSI Retracement Bear Setup
Usage: RSI Retracement Bear setup
Bearish signal that is triggered when a fast moving average is less than a slow moving average while there is a declining RSI that is still above sixty.

RSI Retracement Bull Setup
Usage: RSI Retracement Bull setup
Bullish signal that is triggered when a fast moving average is greater than a slow moving average while there is a increasing RSI that is still below forty.

Indicator Definitions:

Short Term Pivot
Usage: Short Term Pivot (LookBack)
An indicator defines a short term daily pivot

Three Ten Oscillator
Usage: Three Ten Oscillator
An oscillator based upon the difference of a MA3 and a MA10

Three Ten Trend Line
Usage: Three Ten Trend line
An average of the Three Ten Oscillator

Tick High
Usage: Tick High
The high of $TICK

Tick Low
Usage: Tick Low
The low of $TICK
Templates:

Linda ANTI Day Trader

Pane 1:
- ANTI Buy
- ANTI Sell

Pane 2:
- Three Ten Trend line
- Three Ten Oscillator

Linda First Cross

Pane 1:
- First Cross Buy Setup
- First Cross Sell Setup

Pane 2:
- Three Ten Trend line
- Three Ten Oscillator
Linda Intermediate

Pane 1: MovingAvgX 20 EMA Intermediate Buy Zone EMA Intermediate Sell Zone

Pane 2:

Pane 3:
Three Ten Oscillator

Linda RSI Retracement

Pane 1:
MovingAvgX 20 MovingAvgX 40 RSI Retracement Bear setup RSI Retracement Bull setup Highest High Lowest Low

Pane 2:
RSI
Linda Short Term Forecasting

Pane 1:
Bearish Short term Forecast
Bullish Short term Forecast
Short term Pivot

Pane 2:

Linda SP $TICK

Pane 1:
Bearish Divergence SP on TICK
Bullish Divergence SP on TICK

Pane 2:
Price of $Tick
Tick High
Tick Low